
Desert Pinwheels 
 
I have made the king size of this quilt because I love the pattern so much. I also 
used a scrappy approach, so these fabric requirements are from a computer 
program I put the block(s) into and it gives me the yardage amount as I am 
making it smaller for you. I used their requirements and added ¼ yard for mis-
cuts and mistakes. I am giving you the colors I used as a guide and will include 
some suggestions as well. I used everything from a remnant to yardage cut into 
strip sizes I needed, I didn’t have enough of one fabric to complete the project, so 
I collected lots of fabrics under a yard to work with. 
 
Lap (or twin with borders) 60 x 72 
Chocolate brown (my background) – 2-1/2 yards 
Med to light brown (tan) – 1-1/4 yards 
Cream (light) – 1 yard 
Medium blue – 2 yards 
Backing – you could squeak it out with 3-1/2, but I would do 4 yards 
Binding – 5/8 yard (based on McCalls Bound and Determined binding guide) 
 

 
 



I think the design needs at least one plain border around the edge. My quilt with 
no border will finish at 100x110. I have taken a hard to accomplish design and 
made it very simple. I am sure you will be amazed by the finished product.  
 
For those going scrappy, your smallest piece will be a 2” square, your largest 
piece is just under 6” and would be a triangle. I used the cream as my constant, 
but you don’t have to, it would be just as easy to make it scrappy also. You will 
need 2”, 2-1/2”, 3-1/2”, and 5-1/2” strips in your assorted colors. Your light will be 
on the smaller end and your dark and medium are on the larger end. I used 
yardage for my very light as it was the least yardage, but also is an odd size unit.  
 
Color suggestions: 
My chocolate brown (background) needs contrast between all other colors. This 
will be the DARK. 
My tan is like the opposite of the background. Same color as background, just the 
opposite end of the hue…This will be the LIGHT. 
My cream is my constant and VERY LIGHT compared to the tan. 
My blue is reasonably dark, but still has contrast with the chocolate brown This 
will be the MEDIUM. 
 
Every color touches every other color if that makes sense so they all need to play 
nicely together. You can easily reverse your colorway (dark vs light) and have a 
very effective and beautiful quilt. Some of my fabrics: 
 

 
 
Queen: 84 x 96 before borders 
Chocolate brown – 4-1/4 yards 
Med to light brown – 3-1/4 yards 
Cream – 1-1/4 yards 
Blue – 2-5/8 yards 
Backing – 6 yards (could squeak with 5.5) 
Binding – ¾ yard 
 


